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 “PRIMEVAL DARKNESS” AND “CHASMAL BEAUTY”: 

AN ECOCRITICAL REREADING OF CORNWALL IN THE 

WORK OF D. H. LAWRENCE AND THOMAS HARDY 

 

ADRIAN TAIT 

 

 

 

“This is a constant revelation in Hardy’s novels”, wrote D. H. 

Lawrence in his Study of Thomas Hardy: “that there exists a great 

background, vital and vivid, which matters more than the people 

who move upon it” (STH 28). Lawrence’s pioneering Study was, he 

admitted, only “slightly about Hardy” (2L 292), but it highlights the 

deep interest both writers took in the relationship between people 

and place, and the importance they attached to what Kate Rigby 

calls the challenge “of giving voice to the natural world”.1 Whilst 

Lawrence is usually associated with the Midlands and Hardy with 

Dorset, both were intimate with Cornwall, and their response to its 

wild landscape and rugged coastline suggests similarities but also 

differences in their points of view.  

 For Lawrence, in headlong retreat from war and warmongering, 

Cornwall was a place remote “from the ugly triviality of life”, a 

place of “original darkness, quite impregnable”, where the coast 

itself was “like the first  craggy breaking of  dawn in the  world” 

(2L 519‒20). “Nowhere can it be so black”, Lawrence wrote in 

‘The Nightmare’ chapter of Kangaroo (1923), “as on the edge of a 

Cornish moor, above the western sea” (K 224). For Hardy, 

Cornwall was the ancient land of legend he celebrated in prose and 

poetry as “Lyonnesse”; here, he met and courted Emma, his first 

wife, and its “wild weird western shore” made a powerful and 

lasting impression on him.2 In their responses to Cornwall both 

writers reflected on the complex question of how to live “on the 

earth in a relation of duty and responsibility”.3 For the ecocritic, 

this is a central concern, particularly as it emerges in the 

“ecophilosophy” of Lawrence’s contemporary, Martin Heidegger 
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(1889‒1976).4 The aim of this essay, therefore, is to bring an 

ecocritical perspective to bear on Hardy and Lawrence and their 

responses to Cornwall; to analyse their sometimes sharply 

contrasting views, and in so doing, explore the complex dynamic 

that constitutes what Heidegger called Dasein, or being-in-the-

world.5 The first step, however, is to define what ecocriticism is, 

and discuss in more detail the ecocritical preoccupation with 

Heidegger, “the one incontestably major philosopher of the 

twentieth century whose work has been intimately connected with 

environmental thinking”.6 

 “Simply put”, wrote Cheryl Glotfelty in 1996, “ecocriticism is 

the study of the relationship between literature and the physical 

environment”.7 What Glotfelty’s definition left out, however, was 

the recognition that environmental crisis was real, and growing, and 

that literature was itself caught up in that crisis. Arguably, it was 

this recognition that differentiated ecocriticism from other “earth-

centred approach[es] to literary studies”.8 However, ecocriticism 

has itself developed and diversified over time, a process that is 

often (if problematically) described in terms of “waves”.9 

According to Lawrence Buell, first-wave ecocriticism celebrated 

“nature”, and focused on writing that set out to reproduce or mimic 

it; the ecocritic might “in the process … redefine the concept of 

culture in organicist terms”.10 By contrast, second-wave 

ecocriticism has drawn attention to the fact that “even designedly 

‘realistic’ texts cannot avoid being heavily mediated refractions of 

the palpable world”.11 Indeed, “nature” is itself a discursive 

construct, inextricable from its cultural context. It is also, according 

to Timothy Morton, an obstacle to ecological thinking; “the very 

idea of ‘nature’ … will have to wither away in an ‘ecological’ state 

of human society”.12 “Nature”, suggests Morton, tends to conceal 

the origins of environmental crisis, not with the advent of 

industrialisation over two centuries ago, but with much older 

patterns of human settlement; it is this twelve-thousand year-old 

agro-logistical structure that we mistake for and call “Nature”.13  
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 As Morton therefore maintains, dreams of recreating or restoring 

“Nature” are no more useful than post-modern “fantasies … of 

deterritorialisation” and “planetary awareness”:14 

 

Celebrations of deracination and nostalgia for the old ways are 

both fictional. It is as obvious to any indigenous culture as it 

now is to anyone with data sets about global warming that these 

were the same stories white Westerners were telling themselves, 

two sides of the same story in fact. The ecological era is the 

revenge of place, but it’s not your grandfather’s place. This isn’t 

some organic village we find ourselves in …15 

 

Morton’s indictment of “nostalgia for the old ways” is particularly 

relevant to the study of Hardy and Lawrence. Several critics have 

seen their work as a celebration of the organic community, rooted 

in the land. Hardy’s “Wessex” is a case in point. Earlier critics, 

such as Lord David Cecil and Irving Howe, saw Wessex as a rural 

idyll, “little touched by the changes of the great world”, and 

“indicative of an ordered existence, of all that is natural, rooted and 

tried”.16 To them, Wessex life represented something organic and 

vital; it was alive in a way that modern, urban life was not, and in 

its own, quiet, undemonstrative fashion, it represented a kind of 

rear-guard action against the triumph of a mechanised society and 

mechanistic thinking.  

 Lawrence’s work was similarly co-opted. When in 1933 F. R. 

Leavis and Denys Thompson inveighed against “the loss of the 

organic community” in the “industrial era”, it was Lawrence they 

quoted:17 “The industrial England blots out the agricultural 

England. One meaning blots out another. The new England blots 

out the old England. And the continuity is not organic, but 

mechanical” (LCL 156).18 Lawrence, they wrote, was “the greatest 

man of our time”.19 They believed in him because, as Lawrence 

wrote in his essay on ‘Nottingham and Mining Countryside’, “The 

country is so lovely: the man-made England is so vile” (LEA 291). 

In their haste to find a writer who seemed to speak for their own 
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views, however, Leavis and Thompson did not ask whether the 

countryside to which they referred so approvingly might itself be a 

construction, or whether (as Raymond Williams observed), there 

was any historical basis for the organic community whose recent 

demise they lamented.20 Nor did they pause to consider where “the 

politics of organicism” might lead, as Jonathan Bate has pointed 

out, or whether it might in fact be congruent with the Nazism that 

was then emerging in Germany.21 When, after the war, Leavis 

returned to the subject of Lawrence, he did so fully aware of the 

connections that might be drawn between the latter’s evocation of 

“’blood-intimacy’ and ‘blood-togetherness’” and the “Nazi-like 

doctrine of Blut und Boden”.22 Leavis was here writing about the 

opening pages of The Rainbow (1915), with its beautifully-rendered 

description of “immemorial farm-life”.23 It resembles, as Keith 

Sagar observes, a “pre-industrial paradise”.24 But as Leavis insists, 

“the life of ‘blood-togetherness’” which Lawrence describes must 

nevertheless “be transcended” for “human possibilities to realize 

themselves”; this, Leavis insists, is Lawrence’s message.25 

 However, as Sam Solnick points out, ecocriticism has itself 

found the “lures of a renewed organicism” difficult to avoid, in 

spite of its growing theoretical sophistication and diversity.26 In 

particular, ecocritics have been drawn back to the “ecophilosophy” 

of Heidegger, whose own life and work, Greg Garrard argues, is a 

stark illustration of the “political consequences of idealising the 

rootedness of rural folk in place and ancestral time”.27 Those who 

nevertheless engage with Heidegger’s complex thought quickly 

discover that his language is often wilfully obscure. In Heidegger’s 

view, however, conventional forms of utterance are themselves 

implicated in the inherent violence of conventional, Western modes 

of thought, and it is only by finding new ways of articulating our 

predicament – and of reflecting the opacity or unreadability of the 

earth itself – that we might find a less aggressive, “more authentic” 

form of dwelling.28 For Heidegger, it is important to note, dwelling 

is “a staying with things”, when “things are let be in their essence”; 

it is a mode of existence whose “basic character … is 
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safeguarding”.29 As Heidegger wrote in his essay on ‘Building 

Dwelling Thinking’, “mortals dwell in that they save the earth”.30 

 Heidegger’s interpretation of dwelling is therefore attentive to 

the connections between culture and nature, and mindful of the 

extent to which conventional forms of speaking and knowing 

simply cannot offer the kind of mimetic representation of “nature” 

valorised by first-wave ecocriticism, even as those forms encode 

instrumentalist attitudes that objectify people and place alike. By 

contrast, Heidegger’s views on dwelling point to sustainable forms 

of existence, and albeit cautiously, ecocritics have always taken an 

interest in literatures that explore their possibility.31 Richard 

Kerridge and Jonathan Bate have variously explored aspects of 

Hardy’s work, and the possibilities (but also contradictions) 

inherent in his depiction of Wessex.32 Lawrence’s own work has 

itself attracted ecocritical interest, not least because, in responding 

to the problematic question of how best to live on this earth, 

Lawrence’s thought ranges widely.33 Moreover, Lawrence’s 

thinking also overlaps with the kind of broader, metaphysical 

questions that also preoccupied Heidegger. Critics such as Michael 

Bell and Anne Fernihough have written at length on this aspect of 

Lawrence’s work and thought.34 More recently Trevor Norris has 

added an ecocritical inflection to that discussion.35 By comparison, 

Hardy’s work has not been subject to the same kind of systematic 

Heideggerian reappraisal.36 Yet there are, nonetheless, important 

points of contact between his work and the kind of Heideggerian 

ecophilosophy with which ecocritics such as Bate, Rigby and others 

are concerned. Moreover, Hardy’s creative response to the Cornish 

coast and landscape foregrounds those connections in ways that are 

quite distinct from the Wessex novels for which he is best known. 

 The differences in Hardy’s response relate to the circumstances 

of his own experience of Cornwall. Hardy first visited in March 

1870. He was then not quite thirty and still an architect’s assistant, 

writing poetry and prose in his spare time. “Starting by starlight 

from his country retreat” in Dorset, he arrived in darkness that 

evening at St. Juliot, near Boscastle.37 Here, he was met by his 
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client’s sister-in-law, Emma Lavinia Gifford, who recorded her 

own version of their first encounter. “Scarcely any author and his 

wife could have had a much more romantic meeting, with its 

unusual circumstances in bringing them together from two different 

though neighbouring counties to this one at this very remote spot, 

with a beautiful sea-coast, and the wild Atlantic Ocean rolling in”.38 

Hardy’s own feelings for Emma were themselves intimately 

entangled with his first impressions of Cornwall. According to 

Michael Millgate, Emma’s appeal was “much enhanced by the 

beauty and wildness of the setting in which they first met”; in turn, 

her free and winning ways amplified Hardy’s response to what he 

quickly came to think of as the “romantic land of ‘Lyonnesse’”, the 

name it became “his custom to apply … to the whole of 

Cornwall”.39 

 Two years later, when Hardy began work on A Pair of Blue Eyes 

(1872‒3), he drew heavily on his experiences in Cornwall; the 

novel is set there, and its central character, Elfride, is modelled on 

Emma. What is more, the narrative focuses less on local society 

than on the local landscape and “wild and rugged coast” with which 

Hardy was so impressed.40 As Ronald Blythe has argued, “it is the 

place and not the people which receives Hardy’s most profound 

attention”.41 But it was place in a particular form. Cornwall’s own 

long history of farming, like its already extensive history of 

industries such as tin mining, made no impression on Hardy. He 

saw it rather as a region “of dream and mystery”.42  

 A region “of dream and mystery” might seem, at first sight, to 

have little bearing on Heideggerian notions of dwelling. According 

to Garrard, dwelling implies “the long-term imbrication of humans 

in a landscape of … ritual, life and work”.43 But as Rigby counters, 

Heidegger is “emphatic” that “dwelling … is something which we 

have to learn again and again, something which involves conscious 

commitment, not something that is in any sense ‘in the blood’”.44 

Moreover, Rigby argues, Heidegger is insistent on the role of 

human art in “bringing forth” “natural entities”, a process which 

“lets things be in their obscure otherness in the very process of 
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revealing them within the work of art”.45 For Heidegger, it was 

through these acts of “bringing forth” (or “presencing”) that the 

earth might itself be saved; as Rigby explains, “poiesis extends 

ultimately to a whole way of life … it is itself a form of praxis: that 

of knowing how to dwell”.46  

 Hardy’s own fascination with the earth and with “natural 

entities” is already evident in the earliest surviving fragment of his 

work, ‘Domicilium’ (1857−60), a poem that “pictures nature as a 

vivid and overshadowing setting for human existence”.47 In 

describing Cornwall as a region of “dream and mystery”, he was 

also highlighting his own difficulty in finding forms of “poesis” to 

articulate or bring forth its own “obscure otherness” (as Rigby puts 

it).48 Later, Hardy would claim that he had always aimed “to keep 

his narratives close to natural life, and as near to poetry in their 

subject as the conditions would allow”; in fact, he eventually chose 

to abandon novel writing entirely, concentrating instead on verse, 

which would, he believed, enable him to articulate more fully that 

sense of an otherness always lying at or beyond the limits of its 

own discursive construction.49 In writing A Pair of Blue Eyes, one 

of his earliest but also most personal novels, he was already trying 

to find forms of poiesis (or making) that would speak of and for the 

earth. As Roger Ebbatson points out, the narrative is frequently 

interrupted by momentary reveries that assert the agency of the 

material, more-than-human world.50 Ebbatson draws attention to a 

passage in which, waiting in silence for Elfride, her suitor Stephen 

becomes aware of the complex mosaic of sounds that signal the 

continuing and busy activity of the world about him:51 

 

The rising and falling of the sea, far away along the coast, was 

the most important … Among the minutest … were the light 

settlement of gossamer fragments floating in the air, a toad 

humbly labouring along through the grass near the entrance, the 

crackle of a dead leaf which a worm was endeavouring to pull 

into the earth, a waft of air, getting nearer and near, and expiring 

at his feet under the burden of a winged seed.52 
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 “Here”, Ebbatson notes, “the minutiae of sound … leap into 

preternatural life”.53 In his verse, Hardy would characterise himself 

as “a man who used to notice such things”.54 In a narrative centred 

on human doings, however, and itself caught up in the demands of 

serial readership, this momentary “bringing forth” is, as Ebbatson 

observes, a “discrepant effect”.55 Yet there is a similar moment later 

in the story, Ebbatson notes, when the community of creatures kept 

in an aquarium by Knight, another of Elfride’s suitors, is 

momentarily lit by the evening sunlight, and “leaps into distinct 

life”, “an inner life whose charge originates somewhere outside the 

story”.56 A further interruption (or intervention) occurs when 

Knight slips whilst walking along the “Cliff without a Name”.57 

Clinging to the cliff face, Knight realises that he is face to face with 

the fossilised remains of a trilobite and, in that moment, recognises 

how inconsequential is his own single, human life when set against 

a geological record that contains so many, now long extinct species. 

 This is also a moment when, as Lawrence wrote of Hardy, his 

characters “explode out of the convention” (STH 20). Here, it is the 

wavering, vacillatory Elfride who reveals herself, stripping off her 

underclothing to fashion a rope with which to save Knight, a 

“passionate avowal” on which he nevertheless refuses to act.58 This 

is why, as Ebbatson also argues, Hardy’s “real achievement” in the 

novel “lies in the living vitality of the female protagonist”, the 

“wild [and] unreflecting” Elfride, who is herself closely associated 

with the novel’s setting.59 Alone amongst the novel’s principal 

characters, her identity is grounded in a “dynamic environmental 

relatedness”; as Heidegger would put it, this is her Dasein, or 

being-in-the world.60 Both Stephen, as a returning native, and 

Knight, the metropolitan sophisticate, are cut off from this kind of 

relationship, and both recognise that Elfride is alive in a way that 

they are not. Yet they also represent the kind of deracinated 

modernity that is opposed to Elfride’s best interests. “Beneath the 

utterances of … Smith and Knight”, Ebbatson remarks, “the 

sprightly and engaging Elfride gradually sinks from view, shut up 

in a male prison-house of language”.61 Language, wrote Heidegger, 
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“remains the master of man”; in a patriarchal society, it may also be 

used to contain those who, like Elfride, represent in her own being 

an implied threat.62  

 The reader is, nevertheless, left with a strong and abiding 

impression that the world from which Elfride emerges lies beyond 

that prison-house, “like the twilight” (as Hardy would later put it) 

“of a night vision”.63 From the outset, therefore, Hardy’s 

“Lyonnesse” is not represented as Wessex would be (as if “God 

was palpably present in the country, and the devil had gone with the 

world to town”), but as its opposite or other.64 Just as Elfride is a 

“wild child”, so the Cornish coastline is “the wilderness without”.65 

It is, in other words, far from civilisation, and far from being 

civilised. As Elfride’s father remarks, “a civilized human being 

seldom stays long with us”.66 It is, as he adds, an “outlandish ultima 

Thule”.67 

 This reference to Thule is important in itself, but also because it 

relates to Lawrence’s own, idiosyncratic reading of Hardy’s work. 

The Romans regarded Thule as the end of the world, and the word 

reappears in the opening chapter of Hardy’s The Return of the 

Native (1878). Here, Hardy suggests that it is “haggard Egdon” that 

might appeal to the modern taste for the gaunt and desolate, and 

that one day a “waste in Thule” might be much preferred to “the 

sort of beauty called charming and fair”.68 Egdon Heath dominates 

the opening chapter; it is “the great, tragic power” to which 

Lawrence refers when (in the Study) he claims that “Man has a 

purpose which he has divorced from the passionate purpose that 

issued him out of the earth, into being” (STH 25). Instead, 

Lawrence remarks, “He must live as Man or Humanity, or as the 

Community, or as Society, or as Civilization” (STH 26). Yet one 

look “into the wilderness raging round” and those illusory 

abstractions are undone (STH 29). By contrast, Lawrence suggests, 

those who live on Egdon – those who have, unlike Clym Yeobright, 

remained natives – know a “far more serene comprehensiveness 

than ever he had himself, rooted as they were in the soil of all 

things” (STH 27). 
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 Yet Lawrence’s own depiction of just such a society, in the 

opening pages of The Rainbow, belies his insistence that rootedness 

necessarily makes for a stable, self-contained society. As Fiona 

Becket points out, Lawrence’s mythopoetic depiction of the 

Brangwen’s farming life “signifies a kind of understanding which is 

different from analytical, over-conscious, modern ratiocination”, 

but the novel clearly points to a move away from both, and towards 

something else again.69 Lawrence’s vision for the future, as Becket 

notes, relates to the notion of self that he was then developing.70 As 

his letters indicate, Lawrence was interested in revealing “that 

which is physic – non-human, in humanity”; it would need, he 

added, “a deeper sense that any we’ve been used to exercise” (2L 

182‒3). According to Norris, Lawrence’s concept of the “physic” 

coincides with Heidegger’s phusis: “a dynamic conception of the 

natural world” and of being in relation to it.71 As Timothy Clark 

adds, Heidegger’s concept “is close to that notion of the ‘wild’” to 

which “modern environmentalist writing” draws attention, not only 

as “the realm of that which arises of and from itself”, and which 

therefore lies beyond human control or mastery, but as “a 

continuing happening, within which alone human consciousness 

finds itself”.72 This is the key to human identity, or being-in-the-

world. In Lawrence’s view, the “physic” is also the key to a new 

interpretation of character that lies beyond the conventional, moral 

schemes of society or, as he put it in the Study, “The little fold of 

law and order, the little walled city within which man has to defend 

himself from the waste enormity of nature” (STH 29). 

 Lawrence drew on these ideas as he wrote The Rainbow. The 

novel points towards a different form of development that promotes 

society’s renewal through a new emphasis on individuation or 

individual development.73 As Ebbatson has argued, Lawrence is 

here engaging with contemporary debates about evolution and its 

implications.74 According to Lawrence, in the Study, evolution 

tends towards differentiation and individuation, towards “perfect 

individuals, the individual so thorough that he should have nothing 

in common with any other individual” (STH 42). Thus, in The 
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Rainbow, each successive generation of the Brangwens tends away 

from homogeneity and towards heterogeneity.75 

 This vision of societal regeneration was, in Lawrence’s view, 

“futuristic” (2L 182). It was time, he wrote, to take a step beyond 

“this one phase of the history of creation, which we call humanity” 

(2L 266). As Becket explains, this vision would liberate the 

individual from the moral strictures and societal expectations of his 

day.76 Only once liberated – once fully individuated – could 

community then be reconstituted. But this was, nonetheless, 

Lawrence’s aim, in life as in his thinking. As he wrote, he “wanted 

a real community, not built out of abstinence or equality, but out of 

many fulfilled individualities”, each “now taking part in the 

fulfilment of the Whole” (2L 266).  

 Hardy’s aims were, by comparison, more modest. Whilst 

Lawrence sought to fashion a new vision of what dwelling might 

mean, itself insistent on the value of literature as a means of 

“presencing” both the spirit of place and of the self, Hardy set about 

the work of preserving “for my own satisfaction a fairly true record 

of a vanishing life”.77 Dwelling, as Heidegger wrote, is also a form 

of preserving.78 But as Hardy looked back over his body of work in 

1912, he also set about reclassifying what he insisted on calling 

‘The Wessex Novels’.79 In so doing, he placed A Pair of Blue Eyes, 

not with the major novels “of Character and Environment”, but 

with the “Romances and Fantasies”.80 It was a convenient way for 

Hardy to set aside a novel that, self-evidently, did not fit within the 

“circumscribed scene” of Wessex.81 There were other reasons, too. 

As Hardy grew older, he was increasingly anxious to “control his 

public image”, and deflect attention away from his private life.82 

The novel was deeply autobiographical and very personal. More 

specifically, it was inspired by Emma and his marriage to her had 

foundered.83 Later that year, however, Emma died. Overwhelmed 

by grief, Hardy looked back to their early years together, when his 

life was deeply entangled with hers, and with the places both knew 

around Boscastle. The result was a series of poems – the ‘Poems of 

1912‒13’ – that made no effort at self-concealment. They are 
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amongst the finest things that Hardy ever wrote, a “magnificent 

threnody for love lost”, and they underline what was so important 

about Hardy’s Cornish interlude: his own involvement (or 

immersion) in its “strange ambiance”.84 The process of “bringing 

forth” that Hardy had described in A Pair of Blue Eyes was also his 

own, and in these poems, he reinstated himself as embodied being, 

given “a ‘new life’” by Emma:85 

 

My radiance rare and fathomless, 

When I came back from Lyonnesse 

With magic in my eyes!86 

 

That life is itself inseparable from the magic of Lyonnesse. It is, in 

particular, the “chasmal beauty” of Beeny Cliff (on which the “Cliff 

without a Name” in A Pair of Blue Eyes was modelled) that anchors 

his feelings.87 In ‘The Going’, it is “the beetling Beeny Crest”, 

where “life unrolled us its very best”, far from any cares or 

concerns.88 In the poem ‘Beeny Cliff’ itself, the cliff is a vantage 

point, uniting sea and sky, and a symbol of Hardy’s own moment of 

Hiedeggerian phusis: 

 

O the opal and the sapphire of that wandering western sea, 

And the woman riding high above with bright hair flapping 

 free –  

The woman whom I loved so, and who loyally loved me.89 

 

As Hardy wrote in ‘At Castle Boterel’, another poem in the series, 

“was there ever / A time of such quality, since or  before ... ?”.90 

“To one mind never”, the poet replied, an answer irrevocably 

entangled with his own experience of the “far West”, with its “red-

veined” but also “primaeval rocks”.91 

 For Hardy, Cornwall would always be Lyonnesse, a place where 

the “ruthless logic of the material world [was] kept at bay”.92 Its 

importance was sharpened by what he would call “the dark 

madness” of war.93 By contrast, Lawrence’s feelings for Cornwall 
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were more complex. He and Frieda moved there in late 1915, 

shortly after The Rainbow had been suppressed. Cornwall was 

almost as remote as it had been in Hardy’s day, “bare and desolate 

and like the beginning of the world” (2L 514). After a few months 

at Porthcothan, they moved to Zennor. There, they found “a house 

… very lonely”, and “high pale hills, all moor-like and beautiful, 

behind, very wild” (2L 550). “[W]hen I looked down at Zennor”, 

Lawrence wrote, “I knew it was the Promised Land, and that a new 

heaven and a new earth would take place”. Whilst Lawrence’s 

initial reaction to “The Cornish people” was, by contrast, one of 

disappointment – “they are living purely for social advancement” 

(2L 520), he wrote – he soon grew intimate with the Hockings, at 

the neighbouring farm in Zennor, and at harvest time happily 

“worked in the fields along with [them]”.94 As John Worthen notes, 

“he and Frieda liked Cornwall”, and Lawrence enjoyed the feeling 

that he was already moving “towards the edge, the margin of his 

world”.95 Yet Lawrence’s creative response to that sense of 

possibility and promise was itself overshadowed by war. 

Confronted by “the twilight of all twilights”, Lawrence was (like 

Hardy) deeply pessimistic (2L 500). Lawrence spoke often of the 

“mechanical, obsolete, hideous stupidity of war” (2L 218). Nor 

could he avoid becoming entangled in it. In June 1916, he was 

called up for a medical examination by the military. Although 

rejected on grounds of ill-health for all forms of service, the 

experience was mortifying. Then, in October 1917, he and Frieda 

fell under suspicion of spying, and were banished from Cornwall by 

the military authorities.96 It is not surprising that Lawrence’s 

experiences should surface in his fiction as they do, retrospectively, 

in Kangaroo. 

 

Away in the west Richard and Harriett lived alone in their 

cottage by the savage Atlantic. He hardly wrote at all, and never 

any propaganda. But he hated the war, and said so to the few 

Cornish people around. He laughed at the palpable lies of the 
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press, bitterly. And because of his isolation and his absolute 

separateness, he was marked out as a spy. (K 217) 

 

Inevitably, Lawrence’s feelings affected his work. When, whilst in 

Cornwall, Lawrence returned to the material that would emerge as 

Women in Love (1920), he did so in the grip of despair. Although 

Women in Love was conceived of as a continuation of The 

Rainbow, it does not develop Ursula’s vision of growth and 

regeneration. Instead, Becket argues, it offers “Lawrence’s vision 

of death (of the self, of community)”.97 

 At the same time, however, Women in Love continues The 

Rainbow’s struggle to find “a radically new language”, a language 

that might in itself represent the kind of “clearing” to which 

Heidegger referred.98 As Norris explains, this is, for Heidegger, the 

particular power of an “artwork”; to awaken “us from our 

forgetfulness by uncovering, or unconcealing, a foundational aspect 

of our being”.99 By way of example, Norris cites a passage from the 

chapter ‘Excurse’ in Women in Love, a passage “full of oblique 

imagery and strangely modulated phrasing”.100 Here, once again, 

Lawrence strives to disclose what the passage describes as “that 

which can never be known, vital, sensual reality that can never be 

transmuted into mind content, but remains outside, living body of 

darkness and silence and subtlety” (WL 320).101 The “poetic opacity 

and density” of the passage is, Norris insists, a reminder not only of 

the “insistent” parallels between Lawrence and Heidegger, but also 

of their shared belief that, while only the word can reveal or 

disclose new forms of dwelling, it cannot “reveal the earth in its 

absolute finality”.102 There is always a tension between 

“concealment and revelation”, but it is from this interplay that the 

truth emerges.103 We should perhaps talk, Rigby argues, of a 

“negative ecopoetics” which itself draws attention to “the 

nonequation of word and thing”: “only to the extent that the work 

of art is self-cancelling, acknowledging in some way its inevitable 

failure to adequately mediate the voice of nature, can it point us to 
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that which lies beyond its own enframing”.104 To dwell, as Norris 

puts it, is therefore to dwell “in uncertainty”.105 

 Perhaps, therefore, Lawrence’s response to Cornwall’s 

“primeval darkness” was more constructive than it might first 

appear (2L 519). Even in the midst of a war that seemed to him to 

mark the death-throes of Western civilisation, Lawrence still sought 

ways in which to articulate Cornwall’s primal, aboriginal spirit of 

place, there where the “winds are so black and terrible” (2L 539), 

and in so doing, recover not only “the primal, spontaneous self” (P 

708), but its concomitant, a freedom of spirit and being. “This is not 

a going back”, Dolores LaChapelle has written of Lawrence’s 

search for “wholeness with the earth”; “it is living as a ‘future 

primitive’”.106 As Morton argues, we must learn “to coexist 

ecologically, which is to say animistically and anarchistically”.107 

Problematic as it might be, this was also Lawrence’s intuition.  
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